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Innovative Use of Technology during COVID-19
Focus on Weddings
The current global crisis has thrown many industries into a state of disarray. This is particularly the case
for the events industry. COVID-19 has had many negative impacts (i.e. multiple cancellations, loss of
revenue, and loss of resources) but it has also had surprisingly positive impacts, such as the increased
use of technology to maintain and/or enhance current events. In particular, the use of technology in the
wedding industry, a recent field of event studies, which we explore in our interview with the multitalented event planner, Gabriella Olukoya, who gives vital insight on the current state of the wedding
industry and also on how to ‘flip the script’ and use the ‘negatives’ and make them positives to elevate
your events company. As a current ‘Regional Finalist’ for Wedding Planner of the Year, Gabby is a prime
example of ‘Creating Success’ during COVID-19 by adding and implementing technology into their
events company.

AFTR Events
A Flair to Remember Events (AFTR Events) specializes in the organization of luxury events, these include
experiences that integrate innovative designs with the best in wine, food, music, themes, entertainment
highlighting the intangible element of luxury, wonder and surprise.
The events are tailor-made, reflecting the personality of each client, be it a family,
a product, a company or a cause. AFTR designs plan and manage each project in
detail, from conception to delivery. Gabby, the founder and Creative Director, has
been designing and providing luxury experiences for more than a decade. In the
interview, she told us about AFTR’s ambitions as a company. While they have a
focus on designing and organising weddings, they also develop luxury social events,
in providing event management services, and in scouting custom venues for
events, as well as Gala dinners and corporate events in both the UK market, and
overseas. Gabby explained that for many people, the allure of exchanging your
wedding vows in a scenic paradise, and picturesque setting is a great reason to
plan your foreign wedding! AFTRS’s destination weddings provide the perfect
opportunity to find the dream location anywhere in the world where they will take
care of the organization of travel and accommodation or contracts and legal documentation, in an
impeccable organization provided for an event of these magnitudes.

Impact of COVID-19 on Wedding and Events Industry
Weddings are celebratory events and often rely on the gathering of
family and friends in one place who are involved in the ceremonial
and ritualistic traditions. However, the COVID19 induced crisis has
had profound impacts on wedding businesses around the world. For
Gabby, COVID public health restrictions on mass gatherings has
presented many challenges, as well as some opportunistic moments
for AFTR events. On one hand, due to the unexpected nature of the
pandemic, all planned weddings for the rest of 2020 were postponed.
On the other hand, Gabby has been able to use this time to refocus
her business and find new opportunities, particularly by using
technology.
She says that in many ways, technology ‘has always been a part of the industry’ but that it took the
pandemic to encourage the industry to explore different platforms. Gabby has pivoted her business by
embedding technology at the heart of her administrative functions to improve processes and procedures
which she says has helped her to ‘elevate her game’. Despite having no live events in 2020, Gabby continued
to find new ways of securing wedding business by using technology in ways that she says make sense for her
business.

“The thing about technology is that it’s always been there, it’s not
something new. It’s just a lot of us didn’t take advantage of it”
- Gabby
New Strategies and Use of Technology
During the interview, Gabby talked about how she has coupled audio-visual
technologies like augmented reality (AR) with sensory boxes that bring to
life certain features of wedding experiences that tickle the senses of touch,
sight, smell and taste. Sensory boxes include everything from menu tasters,
to fragranced candles and linen and a VR head set that transports clients
into their chosen venues, bringing to life (albeit in an alternative way) their
own special wedding day. This animation of space and the sensory
dimension of wedding planning, Gabby says, has been elevated due better
use of technology. Gabby expressed how it is very essential to think outside the box and although this is not
an inexpensive way for clients to plan a wedding, it definitely gives a sense of uniqueness and luxury to the
brand. This explains the importance of technology and development of new strategies in the event industry.

Potential Future of the Wedding and Events Industry
The future of the events industry is becoming ever more ‘digital’. With
increasing interest in AR/VR in the events and marketing (Wreford et
al., 2019), there is a clear shift occurring. That said, the traditional
methods of event planning will always be a part of the wedding and
events industry. There has been plenty of discussions on whether the
industry would ‘survive’ this pandemic, but our interview with the
incredibly talented and motivated, Gabby Olukoya, has shown that this
is a great opportunity to redefine the events industry and unlock new
levels of innovation and creativity, as well as utilise the multitude of
technological resources readily available. Gabby asserts that now is the
time to be a ‘risk-taker’ and to ‘refocus and re-strategize’ your planning
processes as event managers. The incorporation of the five senses into Gabby’s event management plans
was a repeated topic in our discussion and is also a concept of academic interest in event studies (Jones &
Antchak, 2019). This aspect of event design is critical to the human aspect of events and it’s clear that a
future challenge will be incorporating these senses via AR, potentially resulting in even more innovative
ideas such as AFTRs ‘DIY Christmas Party Boxes’. The future of events and weddings may be unpredictable,
but if Gabriella Olukoya and AFTR events have anything to do with it, it may also be revolutionary!
Thanks to Gabriella for taking time and giving the group a valuable insight into how wedding and event’s
organisers are pivoting and innovating during these challenging times.
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